Mission
TWENTY-SEVEN

Brrr bingo
The best way to stay warm outside?
Lots of running around (and a cosy coat, of course).
Have a go at our fun bingo game on your next walk.
Share your snaps by using #BodenMiniMissions or
uploading to our gallery at boden.com/mini-missions

How to play
This is bingo with an outdoor twist. You need to complete
all your activities as quickly as you can to win.

1. This game is for between two and six players.
Just cut out a card for each person (you can print
a page twice if needed).
2. Pick somewhere outdoors to play like a park or woods.
3. Once you’re there, hand out the cards and announce
the start (no peeking beforehand).
4. T he first person to complete every square and shout
BRRR BINGO is the winner and deserves a hot
chocolate with extra marshmallows.

Player 1

Carefully
cut out
a card for
each person
playing

Make a leaf
snowstorm

Jump in
a puddle

Forage for
a seed
or nut

Spell out
your name
in rocks

Balance on
a log/rock/
tree trunk

Race someone
else with
this square

Player 2
Race someone
else with
this square

Make a
stick
sculpture

Find a bug
and give
it a name

Copy a
sound you hear
(like a bird)

Balance on
a log/rock/
tree trunk

Find three
different
leaves

Player 3
Pretend
to be an
animal

Make a
stick
sculpture

Jump in
a puddle

Spell out
your name
in rocks

Find something
the same colour
as your coat

Run around
a tree
five times

Player 4
Make a leaf
snowstorm

Find a bug
and give
it a name

Copy a
Find something
sound you hear the same colour
(like a bird) as your coat

Pretend
to be an
animal
Run around
a tree
five times

